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OPPOSITION TO MOTION REGARDING INFORMAL COMPLAINTS
NCTA – The Internet & Television Association (“NCTA”) and USTelecom respectfully
submit this Opposition to the Motion filed on September 18, 2017, by the National Hispanic
Media Coalition (“NHMC”) and others asking the Commission to incorporate into the record in
the above-captioned proceeding the informal complaint materials recently released to them in
response to NHMC’s Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) request, and to establish a new
pleading cycle for public comment on those materials.1 The Motion should not be granted given
that it is based on false premises: that (1) the informal complaint materials are “directly
relevant” to this proceeding;2 (2) the Commission must incorporate these materials into the
record itself or else risk “prevent[ing] directly relevant information from being admitted into the
record”;3 and (3) the Commission must “reopen the administrative record,” which has not yet
closed, and set new comment deadlines in order to allow interested parties to provide their views
on these materials.4 Each of these contentions is entirely meritless, and NHMC utterly fails to
meet its burden as a movant to demonstrate how any of these materials are relevant to the issues
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in this proceeding. The Motion simply repackages discredited assertions about the supposed
relevance of these materials set forth in NHMC’s earlier motion requesting extensions of the
comment deadlines in this proceeding5—a request that the Wireline Competition Bureau
appropriately denied.6 At bottom, the Motion appears to be little more than a smokescreen—
bereft of substantive arguments or evidence to counter the Commission’s sensible proposal to
restore the prior Title I information-service classification for broadband Internet access service
(“BIAS”), and aimed instead at prolonging this proceeding unnecessarily. The Commission
therefore should deny the Motion.
DISCUSSION
The Motion begins by claiming—without citing a single example—that the informal
complaint materials recently disclosed by the Commission are “directly relevant” to this
proceeding. 7 This claim is demonstrably false. As a threshold matter, informal complaints have
never been viewed by the Commission as relevant (much less necessary or critical) to the core
issues of blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization in prior open Internet proceedings,8 or by
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courts reviewing the orders resulting from those proceedings.9 And the Motion provides no
cogent explanation as to why such materials would have any bearing on this proceeding.
Moreover, with respect to the specific informal complaints at issue here, the
overwhelming majority have nothing to do with open Internet issues. This is true even for the
informal complaints organized under labels like “blocking” or “throttling”; even a cursory
review of the materials NHMC claims the Commission must include in the record reveals that
the vast majority of those complaints do not allege anything that even remotely implicates the
no-blocking or no-throttling rules.10 It is therefore entirely appropriate that the Commission’s
webpage publicly posting these materials includes the following disclaimer, which the Motion
entirely ignores:
[T]he FCC receives many complaints and comments that do not involve
violations of the Communications Act or any FCC rule or order. Thus, the
existence of a complaint or comment filed against a particular carrier or business
entity does not necessarily indicate any wrongdoing by any individuals or
business entities named in the complaint or comment.11
Indeed, there is no evidence that any of these informal complaints led the Commission to
undertake enforcement action against any broadband provider—a fact that further underscores
the lack of relevance of these materials to this proceeding. It is worth noting that ISPs have long
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committed to upholding the no-blocking and no-throttling principles of an Open Internet. If
these informal complaints had actually demonstrated any meaningful violation of the Open
Internet rules, then presumably the Commission’s Enforcement Bureau would have taken action,
at least by opening an investigation to gather additional facts. But it appears that no such actions
were initiated. Notably, most of the informal complaints at issue were filed during Chairman
Wheeler’s administration12—in the wake of that Commission’s determination that common
carrier regulation was necessary to respond to potentially abusive practices, and at a time when
the Commission’s Enforcement Bureau was widely recognized for its aggressive posture.13 And
yet there is no evidence that the informal complaints from that era—or beyond—resulted in any
enforcement action. That record undermines NHMC’s claims that the mere filing of informal
complaints constitutes evidence of improper conduct. Indeed, the fact that the Commission
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routinely does pursue enforcement action based on informal complaints when it finds that such
complaints establish the existence of unlawful activity powerfully confirms this point.14
In any case, even if the informal complaint materials did have some relevance to this
proceeding, there is no need for the Commission to place such materials in the record, as there is
nothing preventing NHMC itself (or any other party) from submitting such materials into the
docket. The Motion’s suggestion that the only way these materials can enter the record is
through some Commission action affirmatively “incorporat[ing]” them into the record is simply
not true.15 NHMC is free to put into the record whatever it believes to be relevant via ex parte
letters (as the Commission rule on which the Motion is based makes clear),16 and to make
arguments about any claimed relevance in those letters.
None of the cases cited in the Motion suggests otherwise or imposes any duty on the
Commission to place material into the record that is widely available to the public, especially
where the purported relevance of that material is far from apparent. To the contrary, the D.C.
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Circuit has made clear that the “substantial evidence” requirement in the Administrative
Procedure Act (“APA”) does not require the Commission to seek out every piece of evidence
available that could possibly be relevant to the subject of a rulemaking and incorporate it into the
docket.17 The Commission appropriately relies on parties to bring issues and purportedly
relevant evidence to its attention in a rulemaking and to build a substantial record. There is no
legal or policy reason to deviate from that practice here—particularly where the Commission
already has recognized that the materials at issue “do[] not necessarily indicate any wrongdoing”
by broadband providers.18 In such circumstances, it would be affirmatively misleading and
inappropriate for the Commission even to suggest that these materials—none of which have led
to enforcement actions or adjudicated violations—are relevant to the issues under consideration.
It is also entirely unnecessary to establish a new comment cycle or to “reopen the
administrative record” as NHMC requests.19 The record in this proceeding remains open, and as
noted above, NHMC and other interested parties remain free to comment on the informal
complaint materials via ex parte letters. NHMC’s Motion is proof of this fact; it was filed after
the reply comment deadline in the Restoring Internet Freedom docket (i.e., August 30, 2017),
during a week in which multiple other parties filed significant ex parte letters and other
submissions, and yet all of these filings are obviously now part of the administrative record.
This post-reply ex parte process—which most likely will continue for several months, as
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Commission staff reviews the already extensive record in this proceeding—provides ample
opportunity for NHMC or any other party to submit whatever it wishes and for interested parties
to respond.20 Indeed, the D.C. Circuit has ruled that a process that afforded parties just two
weeks to respond by letter to new issues in the record after the end of the formal comment period
but before the promulgation of the final rule satisfied the APA. 21 Given NHMC’s clear ability to
submit these materials into the record now and the existence of an ongoing ex parte process that
will enable the thorough vetting of arguments relating to these materials, NHMC cannot show—
and would be unable to show on appeal—“what additional arguments would have been made if
the [Commission] had initiated another round of public comments.”22 The absence of any
conceivable claim of prejudice dooms NHMC’s request.23
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CONCLUSION
For the reasons discussed herein, the Commission should deny the Motion.
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